What's New IN CAMPUS DINING

Tacos & Tattoos
Tacos & Tattoo’s is the newest addition coming to campus this Fall. Tacos & Tattoos is a local family owned restaurant in Miami that provides a Mexican fusion with a Caribbean comfort experience! They offer a truly one-of-a-kind fusion of flavors and distinct gastronomic styles. This location will be replacing Lime in the Whitten University Center.

The Corner Deli
The Corner Deli is moving to a new location at the Shalala Student Center, next to Starbucks! This Kosher location accepts Meal Swipes (*restrictions apply) and all other forms of payment. The cost of a Kosher meal has changed to (1) meal swipe + $5 that can be paid in Dining Dollars, Cane Express, Cash, Debit, or Credit. Meal swipes are limited to once per meal period and Guest Swipes are not accepted at this location. For more information about Kosher Meal Swipes please visit www.dineoncampus.com/miami/all-about-meal-plans.

New Coffee Roaster
Peet’s Coffee will now be the official roaster of The Archivist Café! Peet’s offers freshly roasted beans, brewed coffee and espresso beverages, as well as bottled cold brew. In 2007, Peet’s opened the first LEED Gold Certified roastery in the United States and has 100% Responsibly Sourced coffees.

Daybreak
Daybreak is adding fresh Açaí Bowls from Sambazon to the menu! Why Sambazon? Sambazon gives back to the community of farmers, protects the biodiversity of the Amazon, and provides this delicious, nutritious food to the world and to the University of Miami Campus! This best-selling item originated at the smoothie location inside of the Wellness Center, and is making it’s way over to the center of campus for easier access and enjoyment. Peet’s Coffee will also be brewing at Daybreak and featuring specialty coffees and cold brew.
Pollo Tropical Refresh
Pollo Tropical is undergoing a refresh with a brand new pickup area for mobile ordering and all new colors, tiles, and graphics to modernize and update the space. Pollo Tropical is located in the Hurricane Food Court, known for it’s fresh chicken, marinated for 24 hours in a proprietary blend of citrus juices and spices, and other craveable favorites include Mojo Roast Pork and freshly made sides including rice, beans, and sweet plantains.

InstaMarket
The INSTAMARKET is a premier unattended retail service located in the Shalala Center, next to Starbucks, that delivers an exceptional customer experience – offering choice, versatility and functionality with endless benefits that bring a new level of selection and consumer satisfaction. With 24/7 accessibility to beverages, snacks, frozen meals/treats, and local fresh cuisine; all through a self-checkout kiosk!

Misha’s Cupcakes
This local Miami bakery will be added to campus this Fall! Misha’s Cupcakes started in back in 2004 as a kiosk inside of Dadeland Mall and has grown to multiple locations and kiosks throughout South Florida! This cupcake vending machine will be located inside of The Market in the Hurricane Food Court and is perfect for a quick treat on the go or makes for a great gift for a friend!

Yo-Kai Ramen Machine
Yo-Kai made it’s debut on the University of Miami campus in Fall 2021 at the Shalala Student Center. This year, this gourmet ramen vending machine, will now be located inside of the Market in the Hurricane Food Court!

New Vending
Ice Box Pantry, offering grab and go salads, wraps, and snacks, is expanding to more locations on campus! It will now be available at Otto G. Richter Library, inside Lakeside Village, Stanford Residential Hall, Pearson Residential Hall, and inside the Einstein Bros. Bagel at the School of Law. Costa Coffee Vending Machines will also be added to The Market inside of the Hurricane Food Court!